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Opporty has announced its public token sale, to begin October 
18 

ICOs have been popping up in many news articles and press-releases since 
the discovery cryptocurrencies, and ICOs have become goldmines for 
investors. Opporty’s decentralized marketplace is now poised to enter the ICO 
world. Opporty has announcedits public pre-ICO , to begin February 1st. We 
expect great things from Opporty once they reach their target of 80000 ETH. 

What is Opporty? 

Opporty is an innovation-driven company that has launched a decentralized 
blockchain-powered marketplace. It is designed to facilitate interactions 
between small businesses and service providers, making their interactions 
safe and easy. Opporty distinguishes itself from the majority of lead-gen 
companies by introducing smart contracts and Escrow-Judges, two main 
highlights that ensure immutability and protection from disputes and fraudulent 
activities. With Opporty, small businesses are kept safe from legal 
proceedings and fraudulent activities by contractors. Smart contracts also 
guarantee that a contractor receives remuneration for provided quality 
services. Opporty provides an environment where both contractors and 
businesses can trust each other. 

OPP Tokens 

OPP tokens are based on Ethereum and will be supported by the services of 
the company. Unlike many companies engaged in ICO, Opporty works hard to 
give their tokens a solid foothold. To ensure their position, Opporty will buy 
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back OPP tokens and pay fiat to their customers, meaning we can expect this 
cryptocurrency to remain stable. 

Team at Opporty 

Opporty is a company led by professionals with many years of experience in 
ICO, cryptocurrency and business activities. The Opporty team is dedicated to 
creating a superior product that improves the way companies conduct 
business. The Opporty ICO offers customers stable cryptocurrency and a 
business platform with unique and innovative features. 

Value of Opporty Business 

Doing business in the modern world can be tricky and stressful, especially for 
small businesses who cannot compete with more established companies. 
Small businesses rely on experienced and quality contractors to help them 
fulfill their projects. Opporty provides a framework for contracting parties to 
interact in a secure way. Opporty’s services are free to new users for a limited 
time, providing businesses an opportunity to establish their reputations. Users 
can earn additional tokens by sharing information and experiences with the 
opporty community, adding value and building recognition as leaders in their 
niche. Opporty’s knowledge-sharing platform is designed to create a 
collaborative and supportive community. The authority and relevance of 
shared information will be reviewed by Escrow judges. 

Bottom line 

Opporty is a reliable company for investors. Its ICO offers a chance for you to 
become part of a unique business entity poised to change the world for small 
businesses. According to recent statistics, many small businesses fail 
because they cannot compete with established companies and big 
corporations who dominate the marketplace. Opporty levels the playing field 
for small businesses and startups, opening the marketplace to businesses 
with new and interesting concepts, with potential to change the world. 

 
 


